
APPENDIX I

This appendix belongs to the previous researcher as proof there is no similar data.

Analysis

Data
No.

Data
Code

Slang
Words Word Class Meaning and Context

1 D1 Jungle Noun

A player will be jungle which
means they will find monster
jungle to increase the level and
coin,

2 D1 Buff Adjective Increase hero status

3 D1 GGWP Abbreviation Meaning form GGWP is Good
Game Well Played.

4 D2 Nerf Verb
Nerf is Negetive reformation of
heroes got the lowest skill to make
stable with other heroes.

5 D2 Gangbang Verb

Gangbang has many meaning but
in this game the meaning of
gangbang is attack one enemy
together.

6 D3 Turret Noun Small tower to defend your main
base from the enemy.

7 D3 Farming Adjective
Kill the monster jungle to get coin
or exp to increase the level even
not as big as killing turtle

8 D4 Recall Verb
Come back to the fountain to
recharge your mana point or health
point.

9 D4 Afk Abbreviation
This means the player does not
play join in the game. The meaning
of afk is Away From Keyboard

10 D4 MP Abbreviation
MP is Mana Point which is used to
release the skill or ultimate power
from your charachter.

11 D4 Roam Noun Roam means your charater must be



moving around from top until
bottom lane.

12 D4 Turtle Verb

Turtle is a big monster which is
contain gold and exp, to get these
we must kill the turtle first. Turtle
just appears 5 minutes early in the
game.

13 D4 Lord Verb

Lord is the most powerfull monster
jungle in this game. If we can kill
him, we can use his power to push
the turret enemy. Lord will appear
after 5 minutes.

14 D5 Revamp Noun
Revamp is modified character in
this game in order to increase the
popularity of this character.

15 D5 Flicker Noun Flicker is one of the spells in this
game for moving quickly.

16 D6 HP Abbreviation HP is the abbreviation of Healthy
Point.

17 D6 Noob Noun

Noob is someone who has lack
exprience in this game and play
without learning how to play this
game.

18 D6 Kite Verb Kite is energy to lure the enemy int
the trap and then attack it together.

19 D6 Bot Noun

If we win this game 15 times in a
row then we will meet the
opponent that is played by the
computer and it is called bot.

20 D7 MM Abbreviation
MM is abbreviation from
Marksman. MM is one of the role
in this game.

21 D7 OP Abbreviation

OP is abbreviation from Over
Power. Usually a player will send
this slang after the game puts out
new hero.

22 D7 CD Abbreviation CD is abbreviation from Cool
Down. When a player release hero



skill, and if he wants to use it
again, he must waits because his
skill is still cooling down.

23 D8 Exchange Noun Change position which mean to
help the teammates.

24 D8 Feeder Adjective

Situation when a player who is
killd by the opposing player or
team more than once through lack
of dkill and experience, thus
helping the opposing side.

25 D9 Carries Verb An powerfull hero in the late game
but must do farming before.

26 D9 Harass Verb One of strategy to end game
quickly.

27 D9 Minion Noun A small warior that can help the
player destroy the turret.

28 Pop
Up Ringer Noun

Player in this game will got ringer
if he is not dead at all and could
kill the enemy or provide
assistance to his friend.

29 Pop
Up MVP Abbreviation MVP is abbreviation from Most

Valuable Player.

30 Pop
Up Maniac Noun Player will got maniac after killing

enemy in a row.

31 Pop
Up Legendary Adjective Player will got legendary after

killing 9 enemies in this game.

32 Pop
Up Godlike Adjective Player will got godlike after killing

7 enemies in this game.

33 Pop
Up Savage Adjective Player will got savage after killing

5 enemies in a row.

34 Pop
Up Gather Verb This is the request to call back the

teammates in game.

35 Pop
Up Retreat Verb

This is the request to calll back the
teammates to home base/avoided
the enemy.



36 Pop
Up

Expert
Wingman Noun

Player will got expert wingman
after they assist 20 in the game
without being dead.

37 Pop
Up

God
Among
Men

Noun
Player will got expert wingman
after they can kill 25 enemies
without being dead.

38 Pop
Up Wipe Out Pharsal Verb Wipe out will appears when player

can kill enemies in this game.

39 Pop
Up AD Abbreviation

A hero that doesn’t have much
base health but deals lots of magic
damage through spells/abilities.

40 Pop
Up EXP Abbreviation Point for increase the level can be

obtained after finished the game.



APPENDIX II

1. Noun Class

No Data
Code

Slang
Word Meaning Slang in Use

1 N1 Arrival

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of arrival is the
action or prosess of arriving.

While, in Mobile Legend
arrival is one of the battle
spells that allows users to
move to the turret or minion
of the team.

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “What
spells do you want
use ?”

Player B: “I want to
use arrival in this
game.”

2 N2 Assassin

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of assissin is a
person who murders in
important person for
political or religious reasons.

In Mobile Legend assassin is
similar to role marksman,
heroes with role assassin
have high damage. But, most
of these heroes have melee
attacks. Role assassins have
two types, those that have
magical damage and
physical damage.

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “What hero
do you want to use?”

Player B: “I want to
use Assassin hero.”

3 N3 Base

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of build is the
proportions of a person’s or
animal’s body.

While, in Mobile Legend
build is a collection of items
to increase the strength of
heroes and arranged in such
a way as many as six pieces
in one build. Build each hero

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “I’m dying,
what shoul I do ?”

Player B: “Go back to
base and recharge
yout HP.”



is always different and can
change depending on the
situations in the battle.

4 N4 Build

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of build is the
proportions of a person’s or
animal’s body.

While, in Mobile Legend
build is a collection of items
to increase the strength of
heroes and arranged in such
a way as many as six pieces
in one build. Build each hero
is always different and can
change depending on the
situations in the battle.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “What build
I’ve to use ?”

Player B: “You have
to buy Athena's Shield
now.”

5 N5 Core

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of core the though
of central part of various
fruits, containing the seed.

In Mobile Legend core is the
name for a hero as the
biggest main damage giver
on a team. Examples of
heroes that are often used as
cores are heroes with role
assassin, marksman, and
mage.

This dialog occurs
while choosing a
hero.

Player A “What’s
core hero I have to
use this time ?”

Player B: “Whatever
you want, I just
wanna win this
match”

6 N6 Credit Score

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of credit is the
ability of customer to obtain
goods or services before
payment, based on the trust
that payment will be made in
the future, and score is an
account or reckoning
originally kept by making
marks on a tally

And the meaning of credit
score in Mobile Legend is a
point or value that is owned

This dialog is a
private message
between players A
and B.

Player A: “C’mon, we
play MCL.”

Plyaer B “Sorry, my
credit score is too
low, I can’t play in
MCL”



by each player and has a
limit. The most credit score
a player can get is 110. And
if the credit score we have is
under 90 then we can't play
in ranked mode.

7 N7 Creep

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of creep is move
slowly and carefully in order
to avoid being heard or
noticed.

In Mobile Legend creep is a
term for all monsters,
including blue buffs and red
buffs in the jungle and
minions that are used to
increase the gold and HP of
the hero who killed them.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “Do not
clear creeps in
midlane, because
that’s all mine.”

Player B: “Okay,
sorry.”

8 N8 Damage

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of damage is
physical harm that impairs
the value usefulness, or
normal function of
something.

While, in Mobile Legend
damage is one of the basic
mechanisms in Mobile
Legends. Damage will
directly affect the HP of a
hero, which determines the
life and death of the hero.
When a hero is damaged so
much that it causes his HP to
run out, then the hero will
die.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “Can we
win?”

Player B: ”Of course,
we just need more
damage.”

9 N9 Emblems

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of emblem is a
heraldic device or symbolic
object as a distinctive badge
of nation, organization, or
family.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “I used the
wrong emblem. I
didn’t see it before,



Emblems in Mobile Legend
means a feature that serves
to add status or attribute
points to a hero in battle. So,
the higher the level of an
emblem, the greater the
attribute points obtained.
The maximum level of each
emblems is 60. There are 9
types of emblems, namely,
physical, magical, tank,
jungle, assassin, mage,
marksman, fighter, and
support.obtained. There are
9 types of emblems, namely,
physical, magical, tank,
jungle, assassin, mage,
marksman, fighter, and
support. The maximum level
of each emblems is 60.

sorry.”

Player B: “It’s Okay.”

10 N10 Fighter

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of fighter is a
person or animal that fights.

While, in Mobile Legend
fighter is a hero role with
melee attacks that generally
has a high defense and attack
that is balanced.

This dialog occurs
while choosing a
hero.

Player A: “I want to
try fighter hero, can
I?”

Player B: “Of
course.”

11 N11 Flameshot

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of flame is a hot
glowing body of ignited gas
that is generated by
something on fire, and shot
means the firing of a gun or
cannon.

While, in Mobile Legend
flameshot is one of the battle
spells in Mobile Legend that
is currently widely used.
This spell deals damage, and
gives a knock back and slow

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “I don’t
know what battle spell
I’ve to use.”

Player B“Use
flameshot battle spell,
it’s more usefull right
now.”



effect to the enemy hero who
is hit.

12 N12 Fragments

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of fragment is a
small part broken off or
separated from something.

While, in Mobile Legend
fragment is an item that can
be exchanged for a certain
hero or skin for a specified
amount. There are three
types of fragments in Mobile
Legend, namely premium
skins, rare skins, and heroes
fragments.

This dialog is a
private message
between players A
and B.

Player A: “I don’t
have enough
fragments to buy this
hero”

Player B: “You can
buy that hero using
BP.”

13 N13 Hook

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of hook is a piece
of metal or other hard
material curved or bent back
at an angle, for catching hold
of or hanging things on.

While, in Mobile Legend
hook is one of the skills
possessed by one hero who
has a role tank named
Franco. Hook is used to
pulling one of the opponent's
heroes.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “Why is
your hook always
misses?”

Player B: “I’m sorry,
this is my first time
using this hero.”

14 N14 Hyper Carry

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of hyper is
hyperactive or unusually
energetic, and carry means
support and move (someone
or something) from one
place to another.

While, in Mobile Legend
hyper carry is a strategy
when the core/carry as the
main damage giver is only
one in a team with four other
heroes as supporters. In this

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “Let’s play
hyper carry, I want to
use Claude”

Player B: “Okay”



strategy, the core/carry is in
the middle lane and gets all
the buff in the jungle.

15 N15 Mage

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of mage is a
magician or learned person.

While, in Mobile Legend
mage is just like role
marksman, heroes with role
mages also have ranged
attacks but the difference is
that some mage heroes use
melee attacks, and if all
marksman heroes have
physical damage then all
heroes with role mages have
magical damage. Heroes
with role mages also usually
have considerable damage
from the beginning to the
end of the game and some of
them are often used as
supporting heroes.

This dialog occurs
while choosing a
hero.

Player A: “What hero
I’ve to use?”

Player B: “We need
more Mage.”

16 N16 Map Hack

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of map is a
diagrammatic representation
of land or sea showing
physical, cities, roads, etc.,
and the meaning of hack is a
rough cut, blow, or stroke.

While, in Mobile Legend
maphack is one of the most
widely used cheats in
Mobile Legend which allows
people who use this cheat to
find out the opponent's
position that should not be
detected on the map. In a
match, the enemy will only
be seen when attacking our
minions and towers and
when being near teammate

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “I’m sure
the enemy used
maphack. They can
find out where I’m
even when I hide in
the bush.”

Player B: ” You're
right, we have to
report him.”



heroes.

17 N17 Marksman

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of marksman is a
person skilled in shooting.

While, in Mobile Legend
marksman is a role hero with
a ranged attack that has big
damage. Heroes with the
Marksman role usually have
little damage in the early
game but have very big
damage in the late game.

This dialog occurs
while choosing a
hero.

Player A: “I want to
try marksman hero,
can I?”

Player B: “Of
course.”

18 N18 Melee

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of melee is a
confused fight or scuffle.

While, in Mobile Legend
melee is a term for all heroes
that use close attacks, for
example like the heroes in
the role fighter.

This dialog occurs
while choosing a
hero.

Player A: “What is
the best melee hero?”

Player B: “I think
Lesley is OP right
now, u can try it.”

19 N19 Offlane

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of off is moving
away and often down from,
and the meaning of lane is a
narrow road, especially in
rural area.

While, in Mobile Legend
offlane is the lane on the left.
This lane is also often
referred to as the top lane.
Usually, the hero on this
lane is a hero who does not
need a buff and must guard
this lane alone.

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “I want to
go to Offlane.”

Player B: “Then, I’ll
go to Mid.”

20 N20 Petrify

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of petrify is change
(organic matter) into a stony
substance by encrusting or
replacing it with a

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “I want to
use petrify battle



calcareous, siliceous, or
other mineral deposit.

While, in Mobile Legend
petrify is a battle spell that
will freeze the opponent's
hero. So the hero affected by
this effect will not be able to
move and can not do
anything for a few seconds..

spell.”

Player B: “I think
flicker is more
effective.”

21 N21 Purify

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of purify is remove
contaminants.

While, in Mobile Legend
purify is a battle spell that
will make a hero who uses it
be immune to enemy attacks
and increase the speed of the
hero for a few seconds.

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A:
“Marksman use
purify, please. There
are a lot of CC hero”

Player B: “Okay.”

22 N22 Range

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of range is the area
of variation between upper
and lower limits on a
particular scale.

While, in Mobile Legend
range is a term for all heroes
that use long range attacks,
for example, like the heroes
in the role marksman.

This dialog occurs
while choosing a
hero.

Player A: “What is
the best range hero?”

Player B: “I think
Aldous is OP right
now, u can try it.”

23 N23 Safelane

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of safe is protected
from or not exposed to
danger or risk, not likely to
harmed or lost, and lane
means a narrow road,
especially in rural area.

While, in Mobile Legend
safelane is the opposite of
the offlane, the path on the
right, which is often referred
to as the bottom lane.

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “I want to
go to Safelane.”

Player B: “Then, I’ll
go to Offlane.”



Offlane and safelane have a
similarity that is they are the
farthest lane from the base to
the enemy tower, and these
two lanes are also commonly
called sidelane.

24 N24 Smurf

There is no word smurf in
Oxford dictionary. But the
meaning of smurf in Mobile
Legend based on the context
is the term for an account
that is played by someone
who is already in a high tier
like mythic then creates a
new account and plays at a
low level.

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “Use
Khufra, please.”

Player B: “Sorry, I
don’t have Khufra. I
only have a few
heroes because this is
my smurf account.”

25 N25 Spells

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of spell is write or
name the letters that form (a
word) in correct sequence.

While, in Mobile Legend
spells are additional skills
that can be used during
battle. There are 12 battle
spells with 12 different uses,
namely, execute, retribution,
inspire, sprint, revitalize,
aegis, petrify, purify,
flameshot, flicker, arrival,
and vengeance. Each player
can only choose one to use
during battle.

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “What
spells I’ve to use in
this game ?”

Player B: “Use
flicker”

26 N26 Starlight

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of starlight is the
light that comed from the
stars.

While, in Mobile Legend
starlight is a feature in
Mobile Legend that can be
purchased once a month. If

This dialog is a
private message
between players A
and B.

Player A: “I will buy
starlight next month.”

Player B: “It’s



we buy starlight, then
automatically we will
become a starlight member
and will get a skin hero
called starlight skin.
Starlight skin every month is
always different. Also, if we
are already a starlight
member, we will get
attractive bonuses or prizes
for one month.

Hayabusa, right ? I
also wanna buy it.”

27 N27 Support

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of support is a thing
that bears the weight of
something or keeps it
upright.

While, in Mobile Legend
support is a role hero with
damage that is not so big but
is needed during battle. Hero
with a support role has skills
that are very useful to help
friends during the battle, for
example, such as being able
to recover the HP of a
teammate and give a slow
effect to the opposing hero.

This dialog occurs
while choosing a
hero.

Player A: “We need
support to accompany
marksman in
Botlane.”

Player B: “Okay, I’ll
use support.”

28 N28 Tank

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of tank is a large
receptable or storage
chamber, especially for
liquid or gas.

While, in Mobile Legend
tank is a role hero with a
base of strength in defense
with the thickest blood and
serves to withstand the most
damage during war.

This dialog occurs
while choosing a
hero.

Player A: “I want to
try tank hero, can I?”

Player B: “Of
course.”

29 N29 Tier
In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of tier is each in a
series of rows or levels of a
structure placed one above

This dialog is a
private message
between players A



the other.

While, in Mobile Legend
there are eight ranks in
Mobile Legend from the
lowest to the highest, namely
Warrior, Elite, Master,
Grand Master, Epic, Legend,
Mythic, and Mythic Glory.
All these levels are referred
to as Tier. To raise the tier
all we need to do is play in
the ranked mode wherein
this mode if the player wins
the game then the player will
get a star, and that star is
used to raise our tier.

and B.

Player A: “What is
the highest tier have u
reached ?”

Player B: “I once
reached Mythic.”

30 N30 Ultimate

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of ultimate is being
or happening at the end of a
process.

While, in Mobile Legend
ultimate is a skill whic is
above the other skills. In
general, a hero only has 3
skills and that third skill is
commonly called
ulti/ultimate.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “Use your
ultimate to lock
enemy marksman.”

Player B: “Okay.”

2. Verb Class

No Data
Code

Slang
Word Meaning Slang in Use

1 V1 Blink

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of blink is shut and
open the eyes quickly.

While, in Mobile Legend
blink is when you move
quickly but not too far. This
skill is only owned by a few

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “I didn’t
know that this new
hero can blink ”

Player B: “That



heroes. Blink effect can be
obtained when we use a battle
spell called flicker.

suprised me too.”

2 V2 Draft Pick

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of draft is a
preliminary version of a piece
of writing, and the meaning
of pick is an act or the right
of selecting something from a
number of alternative.

While, in Mobile Legend
draft pick is a mode that
exists when we are in Epic to
Mythic Glory. In this draft
pick mode we can ban a hero
so that it cannot be used in a
match. In Epic we can ban
two heroes on our team or the
opposing team, while on the
Legend above we can ban
three heroes. Also in this
mode we cannot use the same
hero as the opposing hero,
which means that there are
ten different heroes used by
our team and the enemy team.

This dialog occurs
while choosing a hero.

Player A: “This is my
first time doing draft
pick.”

Player B: “Glad to
hear that.”

3 V3 Troll

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of troll is an ugly
creature depicted as either a
giant or a dwarf.

While, in Mobile Legend troll
is a term used when someone
intentionally provokes a
teammate's emotions by
choosing an unwanted hero or
not playing seriously.

This dialog occurs
while doing a draft
pick.

Player A: “Give me a
buff, or I’ll troll u!”

Player B: “Okay, take
the all buff.”



3. Adjective Class

No Data
Code

Slang Word Meaning Slang in Use

1 Adj1 Blue Buff In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of blue is a colour
intermediate between green
and violet, as of the sky or
sea on a sunny day. And the
meaning of buff is a
yellowish-beige colour.

While, in Mobile Legend
buff itself is short for Binary
Utilized Function Factor to
increase the status or level
to be better than before.
There are two buffs in ML
namely blue buff and red
buff. So the blue buff here is
to increase the use of mana
and energy for a hero who
has killed him. This buff is
suitable for heroes who have
extravagant mana and
energy. Usually, this buff is
used for heroes in the mid
lane.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “I’ll take
the blue buff.”

Player B: “Okay.”

2 Adj2 Enemy
Rampage

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of enemy is a
person who is actively
opposed or hostile to
someone or something, and
the meaning of rampage is
move through a place in a
violent and uncontrollable
manner.

While, in Mobile Legend
enemy rampage is a term
when one of the enemy
heroes kills 4 of our team's
heroes without dying.
Enemy rampage is similir to
mega kill, but this term

Pop Up



especially given to
opponent. This slang is a
pop up that will appear on
the screen when the enemy
gets their fourth kill.

3 Adj3 First Blood In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of first is coming
before all the others in time
or order, and blood means
the red liquid that circulates
in the arteries and veins of
humans and other vertbrate
animal, carring oxygen to
and cabon dioxide from the
tissues of the body.

While, in Mobile Legend
first blood is a term used
when there is a first hero
who dies in a match and this
slang is a pop up that will
appear on the screen when
that happens.

Pop Up

4 Adj4 Killing
Spree

In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of killing is an act
of causing death, especially
deliberately, and spree
means a spell or sustained
period of unrestrained
activity of a particular kind.

While, in Mobile Legend
killing Spree is different
from triple kill which kills 3
heroes at once in a very
short period. So, killing
spree is when the player
manages to kill as many as 3
opposing heroes with a
certain interval of time
without dying. This slang is
a pop up that will appear on
the screen when a player
gets the third kill.

Pop Up



5 Adj5 Executed In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of execute is put a
plan, order, or course of
action into effect.

While, in Mobile Legend
executed is when a player
dies not because of being
killed by an enemy but
because he was killed by
turrets, jungle monsters or
minions. This slang is a pop
up that will appear on the
screen.

Pop Up

6 Adj6 Lifesteal In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of life is the
existence of an individual
human being or animal, and
steal means take another
person’s property without
permission or legal right and
without intending to return
it.

While, in Mobile Legend
lifesteal is a skill to
regenerate HP by doing
normal attacks or using
basic attacks. This
regeneration effect can be
obtained from the passive
skills of a hero or the build
items used.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “What is
the best item for
Alucard?”

Player B: “Items
with lifesteal is the
best for Alucard.”

7 Adj7 Mega Kill In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of mega is very
large, huge, and excellent.
And the meaning of kill is
cause the death of a person,
animal, or other living thing.

While, in Mobile Legend
mega kill is when a player
succeeds in killing 4
enemies heroes for a certain
amount of time without

Pop Up



dying. This slang is a pop up
that will appear on the
screen when a player except
enemy gets their fourth kill.

8 Adj8 Monster Kill In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of monster is a
large, ugly, and frightening
imaginary creature, and kill
means is cause the death of
a person, animal, or other
living thing.

While, in Mobile Legend
monster kill is when a
player succeeds in killing 6
opposing heroes for a
certain amount of time
without dying. This slang is
a pop up that will appear on
the screen when a player
gets 6 kills.

Pop Up

9 Adj9 Red Buff In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of red is a colour at
the end of the spectrum next
to orange and opposite
violet, as of blood, fire, or
rubies. And the meaning of
buff is a yellowish-beige
colour.

While, in Mobile Legend
red buff is a buff that can
increase the damage of a
hero who killed him. This
buff is often used by heroes
in the bottom lane such as
marksman and several
assassin heroes. Usually,
this buff is used by heroes
who are not too wasteful of
mana or energy.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “I’ll take
the red buff.”

Player B: “Okay.”

10 Adj10 Shutdown In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of shutdown is a
closure of a factory or

Pop Up



system, typically a
temporary closure due to
fault or for maintance.

While, in Mobile Legend
shutdown is when a player
who has already getting a
killing spree and then killed
by an enemy. This slang is a
pop up that will appear on
the screen when that
happens.

11 Adj11 Speed Mode In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of speed is the rate
at which someone or
something moves or
operates or is able to move
or operate. And the meaning
of mode is a way or manner
in which something occurs
or is experienced, expressed,
or done.

While, in Mobile Legend
speed   mode is a feature
created to stabilize the
network while playing
games. If we activate speed
mode then our gameplay
will become much
smoother.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “I’m lag.”

Player B: “You have
to activate speed
mode so you can play
better.”

12 Adj12 Spell Vamp In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of spell is write or
name the letters that form (a
word) in correct sequence.
And the meaning of vamp is
the upper front part of a boot
or shoe.

While, in Mobile Legend if
lifesteal can regenerate HP
with basic attacks, then the
spell vamp is the ability to
regenerate HP using active
skills. Vamp spells can only

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “What is
the best item for
Ruby?”

Player B: “Items
with spell vamp is the
best for Ruby.”



be obtained if we use active
hero skills and also from the
build items used.

13 Adj13 Stun In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of stun is knock
unconsious or into a dazed
or semi-consious state.

While, in Mobile Legend
stun is where a hero cannot
move and cannot make
attacks or use skills. Stun
effects can be obtained
when we are hit by petrify
or can also be affected by
the opponent's hero skills.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “Sorry I
can help you, I can’t
move because I’m hit
by enemy stun.”

Player B: “It’s
okay.”

14 Adj14 Unstoppable In Oxford dictionary the
meaning of unstoppable is
impossible to stop or
prevent.

While, in Mobile Legend
unstoppable is when a
player succeeds in killing 5
opposing heroes for a
certain amount of time
without dying. This slang is
a pop up that will appear on
the screen when a player
gets 5 kills.

Pop Up

4. Abbreviation Class

No Data
Code

Slang
Word

Meaning Slang in Use

1 A1 AoE AoE is short for Area of
  Effect. AoE is a skill
possessed by a hero that can
cover an area and can hit
several targets at once.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “We don’t
have AoE Hero. This
game will be hard.”



Player B: “Yeah, you
are right.”

2 A2 BP BP is short for Battle Point
which is the currency in
Mobile Legend. An example
is to buy a hero.

This dialog is a private
message between
players A and B.

Player A: “I have
enough BP to buy some
hero, but I don’t know
which one I should
buy.”

Player B: “Why don’t
you just buy Ling? I
think Ling is OP right
know.”

3 A3 CC CC is short for Crowd
Control. CC itself is a skill
possessed by a hero that can
control, reduce, limit, and
even eliminate the
opponent's hero movements.
An example is giving a stun
effect.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “The enemy
does not have a CC
hero.”

Player B: “I know, but
we still can win. Don’t
worry.”

4 A4 DC DC stands for disconnect.
DC here means that when
we exit the game
accidentally while the game
is go on. An example of the
reason someone can DC is
because of a very bad
connection.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “Sorry I
accidentally DC
because my connection
was bad.”

Player B: “At least
you’ve returned.”

5 A5 IGN IGN is short for In Game
Name which means it is the
name we use in the game as
our character's name.

This dialog is a private
message between
players A and B.

Player A: “Follow me
on ML, my IGN is
HangTuah_89”



Player B: “Follow mine
too.”

6 A6 KDA KDA is short for Kill,
Death, Assist. The term
KDA refers to the statistical
value of each player's game
from the number of kills,
deaths, and assist.

This dialogue takes
place during a battle.

Player A: “Look at your
KDA. You die 6 times,
kill 1, and no assist.”

Player B: “Sorry, I’m
still beginner.”

7 A7 MCL MCL stands for MLBB
Championship League.
MCL itself is an online
tournament that can be
participated by all Mobile
Legend players which are
held once a week which is
every Saturday from 9 to 10
pm.

This dialog is a private
message between
players A and B.

Palyer A: “Don’t forget
to play MCL next week
at 9 pm.”

Player B: “I will be on
time.”

8 A8 META META is short for "Most
Effective Tactics Available"
which means the most
effective tactic in order to
win a match. Meta itself
often changes along with the
number of the latest updates.
Examples of meta that is
currently often used is the
hyper carry meta.

This dialog is a private
message between
players A and B.

Player A: “Hyper Carry
is currently being
META.”

Player B: “I know, I
often see youtubers
using hyper carry.”

9 A9 MMR MMR stands for Match
Making Rate. MMR is the
point or power of a hero.
The more often used and the
more wins gained when
using the hero, the higher
the points or power that will
be gained.

This dialog is a private
message between
players A and B.

Player A: “My MMR is
almost 3000, I’m so
happy”

Player B: “Good to
hear that.”

10 A10 WR WR stands for Win Rate. This dialog is a private



WR is a percentage
calculated from the victory
of a hero. WR shows how
much a hero is used, and
how much the percentage of
his win.

message between
players A and B.

Player A: “My Lunox
WR isn’t bad, I think
it’s kinda good.”

Player B: “I know, but
you you have to
increase it.”


